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 “Turkish Women in the Development Process of Turkish Aviation”  
Confrence in Women of Aviation Worldwide Week 2016 

 
 

This year is the second year that Turkish organizations have been partiicipating in the Women of 
Aviation Worldwide (WOAW) Week. At the end, more than 25 acitivity have planned in 5 cities iaw 

the WOAW web site’s activity  locations page… 
 

 

 
 

The success of the activities were very promising about the next year performances… 
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By cooperating Angora Evleri Property Management, is's been organized a series of events 

including a conference about development process of Turkish aviation and a series of Turkish 
pioneer aviatrix. The conference, starting 1913 in the development process of Turkish aviation, 

namely “Turkish Women in the Development Process of Turkish Aviation” will be presented on 
March 13, 2016 

 

As well as Angora Evleri residents,  
  

  * Student from, 

    - Bilkent Unversity, Ankara,  
    - University of Turkish Aeronautical Association - Ankara,  

    - Ankara University - Ankara, 
    - Bilkent Unversity - Ankara,  

    - Anadolu University - Eskisehir, 
    - Fırat University - Elazığ, 

    - Kocaeli University - Kocaeli, 

    - Some high schools in Ankara, 
  

  * High level professional from,  

    - TAV Airports Holding  / Anatolia, Esenboğa Airport - Ankara, 
    - Turkish Aerospace Industries, Inc. - Ankara, 

    - Turkish Airlines - Istanbul, 
    - Ankara University - Ankara, 

    - Ufuk University - Ankara, 
  

  * Some ex-ministers and parliament members, 
  

  * People - girls, women and men who have some interest in aviation,  
  

were in the auidiance of the activity.The total participants was over 40. 
  

The activity including the conference started with abook signature hour. 
 

  
My book, “Can'ca Those Leaving a Mark on the Development of Industry in Turkey”, about some 

industrial pioneer individuals, groups and institutions in the Turkish aviation development 

process were signed for the ones who have interest ro read it.  
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In the conference, after presenting the current view of global and domestic aviation with the 

facts and figures and the development process of Turkish aviation, more than 46 Turkish pioneer 
aviatrix were presented. 

 
 

   

 

After the conference, as one of these first Turkish aviatrixes mentioned in the conference, the 
first Turkish female Airport General Manager, presented her background, experiences as a 

pioneer in the development process of Turkish aviation. 
 

 
 

 

Before concluding the activity, some questions of the audiance were answered and some ruffle 
prizes were given to the participants, like, 

 A weekend bed & breaakfast for two in Bodrum, a round trip airline ticket between 
Ankara & Istanbul for two including parking permit by TAV Airport Holdimng, 

 Two vouchers for luxury restaurants in Ankara & Istanbul by Protel Inc.   
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The activity took more than 3 hours (12:00 pm - 03:30 pm) and some photos were taken with 

some groups of conference participants outside... 
 
 

 
 

Thanks for all who have supported and participated in the conference and related events. 
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